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Ready for even the most demanding jobs, the pc portable LP-450A/PC marking machine offers
automatic and non-automatic marking with up to 300mm width. Ideal for small- to medium-scale

companies, this marking machine can be easily programmed to produce virtually any type of cable
marking: label printing, wire drawing and connecting, component marking and much more. With the

free programming software, you can also enter the required marking information. Reliable and
robust, the LP-450A/PC marking machine is easy to use and a pleasure to operate. And with a ready-

to-use 4-colour tank you can start off production immediately. The efficient and user-friendly
software lets you enter data and preview. The intuitive, user-friendly interface allows you to view

records and save them directly on your PC. The data can be printed through the printer or
transferred through your PC as a file to your computer. The free available LETATWIN PC EDITOR
software allows you to install your own LETATWIN printer-driver onto your computer and use it

without limitation for printing - be it directly to your application or through a LAN-network or USB-
memory stick. The marking machine is designed for use on a stationary platform, which will keep it

from moving when in use. The compact, robust LM-390A/LX-300A is ideal for use as a portable
marking machine. Thanks to many advanced features, the free PC software, a large internal memory
and USB-interface, the LM-390A/LX-300A is perfect for on-site use. Five ready-to-use printing inks are

available in one tank. The compact, robust LM-390A/LX-300A is ideal for use as a portable marking
machine. Thanks to many advanced features, the free PC software, a large internal memory and USB-

interface, the LM-390A/LX-300A is perfect for on-site use. Five ready-to-use printing inks are
available in one tank.
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